A Ceremony of Lessons and Carols

A Simple Service for Choir and Congregation

About this work...

Filled with charm and warmth, this traditional service is thoughtfully designed for performance by choirs of all sizes with a minimum of preparation and cost. Beloved traditional scripture readings are tightly interwoven with twenty-six carols that include just a touch of Handel and Bach! A continuous flow of carols both accompanies the scripture readings and flows seamlessly into simple arrangements for choir, choir with vocal solo or duet, and choir with congregation. One unique feature is an optional four-hand piano score that adds budget-friendly sparkle. Another welcome option is a simple handbell and percussion score with synth strings and two-hand piano. Flexibly conceived, this program can be performed in its entirety, lasting approximately 30–35 minutes, or shortened to conform to your particular Christmas needs.

 Companion Products

65/2017L SATB Score
65/2018L SATB Two-part Mixed Score
65/2019L SATB Score with Performance CD
30/2591L Instrumental Ensemble Score and Parts by Lloyd Larson
Digital Keyboard, Piano Accompaniment, Handbells (3 octaves)
30/2592L 4-hand Piano Part by Anna Laura Page
99/2686L Bulk Performance CDs (10 pack)
99/2687L Accompaniment CD
99/2688L SATB Part dominant Rehearsal CDs (reproducible)

Anna Laura Page and Jean Anne Shaffer
Instrumentation by Lloyd Larson
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